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Abstract
Although stereo vision research has progressed remarkably, stereo systems still need a fast, accurate way to estimate confidence in their output. In the current paper, we
explore using stereo performance on two different images
from a single view as a confidence measure for a binocular
stereo system incorporating that single view. Although it
seems counterintuitive to search for correspondence in two
different images from the same view, such a search gives us
precise quantitative performance data. Correspondences
significantly far from the same location are erroneous because there is little to no motion between the two images.
Using hand-generated ground truth, we quantitatively compare this new confidence metric with five commonly used
confidence metrics. We explore the performance characteristics of each metric under a variety of conditions.

1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
We present a new method to diagnose where a stereo
algorithm has performed well and where it has performed
badly. All stereo systems estimate correspondences, but
not all of these correspondences are correct. Many systems
do not give an accurate estimate of how trustworthy their
results are. Our new confidence method addresses many
causes of stereo error, but it focuses on predicting stereo
error caused by low-texture regions. This error source is
particularly bothersome when operating in urban terrain or
when the imagery contains large regions of sky.
The new confidence metric is based upon correspondence in images from a single view. Although it seems
counterintuitive to search for correspondence in two different images from the same view, such a search provides
valuable information. It gives us precise quantitative performance data; disparities significantly far from zero are erroneous because there is no motion between the two images.
We use the term Single View Stereo (SVS) to refer to the
disparity map produced by a stereo system applied to two
images from one view, separated in time.
Specifically, we use single view stereo performance data
as a confidence metric that predicts how a binocular stereo
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Figure 1: Single View Stereo. SVS searches for correspondence in two images from the same view. We use
SVS failure as a confidence metric to predict binocular
failure.

system which incorporates the single view would perform.
The SVS output shows empirically where the stereo system
has failed on the current scenery, and for this reason, SVS
failure predicts failure pixelwise in the binocular case (see
Figure 1). In practice, many stereo cameras are in motion,
and the SVS disparity will not be zero at each pixel. We
discuss how to modify the static SVS algorithm to accommodate images taken from a moving camera.
We compare the performance of SVS as a confidence
metric with five commonly-used confidence metrics: (i)
left/right consistency (LRC) predicts stereo error where the
left-based disparity image values are not the inverse mapping of the right-based disparity image values. (ii) The
matching score metric (MSM) directly bases confidence
upon the magnitude of the similarity value at which the
stereo matcher finds that left and right image elements
match. (iii) The curvature metric (CUR) marks disparity
points resulting from flat correlation surfaces with low confidence. (iv) The entropy-based confidence score (ENT)
predicts stereo error at points where the left image has low
image entropy. (v) The peak ratio (PKR) estimates error
for those pixels with two similar match candidates. A brief
comparison of the five metrics can be found in Table 1.

1.2 Previous Work
Unlike much research on stereo performance, we do not
attempt to compare different stereo algorithms to see which
is best [10, 5, 24, 29, 9]. Also, we do not attempt to find
theoretical limits to stereo performance [4, 8, 19].
Instead, our current research deals with on-line confidence metrics which predict errors within seconds for a
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Table 1: A Comparison of Five Confidence Metrics. The
table lists various error sources and indicates with a ’D’
which confidence metrics can detect errors due to the error
source.

given system. Within the confidence metric field, there has
been much research. Research that has considered left/right
consistency includes [33, 18, 7, 20, 15, 32]. Previous research into the matching score metric includes [12, 30].
Researchers that have examined curvature metrics include
[13, 1, 2], and research looking at entropy-like stereo confidence metrics includes [16, 26]. Previous work with the
peak ratio includes [18, 28]. More general research into
on-line error diagnosis includes [34, 17, 31]. In perhaps
the most similar approach to ours, Leclerc, Luong and Fua
[17] have shown the effectiveness of the self-consistency
approach to estimate confidence. SVS differs from selfconsistency in that SVS has a ground truth and does not rely
on the agreement of multiple matching processes to predict
performance. Other stereo performance research focuses on
modeling the effect of sensor errors on stereo [14] and statistical techniques to estimate stereo disparity [22, 21].
In order to verify stereo performance, one needs ground
truth. The oldest source of ground truth comes from artificial imagery that has additive noise from a known distribution [23, 11]. While easy to generate and accurate, this
imagery does not accurately model the real world situations
that most stereo systems face. A second approach manually estimates disparities in laboratory images [25, 10, 27].
This ground truth measures stereo performance better, but
does so at a greater labor cost and a corresponding small
loss in accuracy. A third approach measures a 3D scene
from the actual location in which the stereo system will operate. Most avoid this option due to the extremely high labor cost, but laser scans have made this task easier [24].
Recently, Szeliski [31] has proposed a new approach using view-prediction as a measurement scheme with ground
truth. This approach caters specifically to the view synthesis
application and compares a synthesized image with the ac-

tual image in that location. Although some have used SVS
as ground truth [3], SVS has not been tested as a confidence
metric. In this paper, we use a manually-obtained ground
truth to find the actual stereo errors so that we can verify
the confidence metrics’ estimates.
In light of previous work, our main contributions in this
report are (i) to show how SVS can be used as an online confidence metric and (ii) to quantitatively evaluate
and compare this new confidence metric with five moretraditional confidence metrics on a uniform basis. We
use three datasets, each comprised of a stereo pair of images taken in a laboratory setting, to gain understanding of
the different performance characteristics of each confidence
metric. Using manually-obtained ground truths, we check
where the stereo actually fails, and we verify how well each
confidence metric predicts the failures and correct matches.

2 Implementation
2.1 Single View Stereo (SVS)
We propose using single view stereo results as a pixelwise confidence metric for binocular stereo. The algorithm
has three steps: (i) run the stereo algorithm on two different
images taken from the same view in close temporal succession. Since the epipolar geometry is singular with only one
view, we rectify both images as if they were left images in
the binocular case and search along a horizontal scan line.
(ii) Label the errors in the output from step one, where an
error is a match outside a threshold interval around zero disparity. (iii) Each error in the SVS output predicts failure at
the same pixel location for a binocular stereo system incorporating the view used in the first step. For example, if the
left camera takes two pictures in quick temporal succession,
we can run stereo on the two left images to generate confidence data for the same location in the left/right stero. The
reverse example uses the right-based SVS results to predict
right/left stereo performance.
Sensor noises, such as CCD noise and framegrabber jitter, are the primary difference between the two SVS images.
Since these noise sources also exist between the binocular
cameras, failure on SVS imagery should predict failure on
binocular imagery at the same location. If we define signal
as image structure that arises from the scene and noise as
image structure that arises from other sources, then one can
view SVS as a measure of signal to noise. In areas with
low signal where noise dominates the scene-based image
structure, SVS should return a low confidence score for the
stereo matcher. Any stereo system can use this confidence
metric because SVS uses the same stereo algorithm that the
binocular stereo system uses. Moreover, the computational
expense is tolerable for many applications; SVS requires
one extra matching process.
In practice, many stereo systems are in motion, and the
disparity of the two successive monocular images may not
be zero. Still, the SVS disparity values should be small due
to the limited motion between the two images. To compen-

sate for this motion, one can relax the threshold in labeling
SVS errors. For example, the disparities in the single view
stereo results might be allowed to vary up to 3 pixels in either direction, beyond which the system labels the matches
as erroneous. Of course, this disparity relaxation depends
on the system parameters. A fast frame rate and distant
scenery will reduce the disparity between successive cameras. In this paper, we test the SVS confidence metric on
still cameras, and the disparity should be exactly zero at all
SVS image pixels.
In our study, we employ a basic scanline-search stereo
algorithm. Since we only aim to measure internal confidence, and not compare our stereo approach with others,
the absolute performance of our algorithm is less relevant.
Following rectification, the images are filtered with a Laplacian operator [6], accentuating high frequency edges. Next,
the matcher calculates 7x7 windowed modified normalized
cross-correlation values (MNCC) for integral shifts, where
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The disparity is the shift of each peak MNCC value.
Subpixel peak localization is made via interpolation with
a quadratic polynomial. For the tests, both the binocular
stereo and SVS algorithm search along scanlines in a disparity range of 20 pixels.
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2.2 Left/Right Consistency (LRC)
Our implementation of left/right checking relies on the
consistency between left-based and right-based matching
processes. The matching processes should produce a unique
match, and left/right checking attempts to enforce this. Formatches
, where
is a right
mally, if
coordinate and
is an estimated left match at right-based
horizontal disparity
, then LRC is defined as
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with
the left-based horizontal disparity.
When the error is high, then the confidence is low. A low
score corresponds to the situation when the left and rightbased matches disagree significantly.

2.3 Matching Score Metric (MSM)

score metric uses the similarity score,
? B@ The
A 3 , atmatching
the disparity where the matcher has chosen a

match. MSM estimates whether the match was successful
or not based on this score. Intuitively, a low similarity score
means that the matcher itself does not believe its best match
was very good. The range of MSM is limited to the range
of the similarity metric, which in the case of normalized
.
cross-correlation is
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2.4 Curvature Metric (CUR)
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The curvature metric measures the curvature of the similarity function around the maximal similarity score
and uses the formula:
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where
and
are the similarity scores to the left
and right of
. When curvature is low, CUR predicts a
false match. A low curvature score happens in low-texture
regions, where nearby values appear to be similar.

2.5 Image Entropy (ENT)
The image entropy metric relies on the intuition that
stereo works best in high texture areas. Entropy, much like
MDL [16], measures image texture. If we assume the pixel
values
are discrete random variables (RVs) with point
mass function , then we can define the entropy H:
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An intuitive description of entropy is that it measures the
randomness of a RV. A low entropy means that the average
probability over the support set for a given RV is low. For
example, a constant region in an image has a one point distribution, and thus a lower entropy than a highly textured
region. Since low texture causes problems for many stereo
systems, a low entropy score can be used to predict stereo
error. In our implementation, we use a 20 bin histogram to
measure the probability function of a 7x7 support window
around each pixel.

2.6 Peak Ratio Metric (PKR)
Ideally, a match should be unique, and PKR attempts to
enforce this by rejecting any match with more than one similar candidate. The peak ratio metric computes the ratio
of the two most similar matches,
and
.
When the ratio is close to one, PKR predicts a false match.
When the ratio is small, PKR indicates a unique match,
which is ostensibly an accurate match. Typically, the peak
ratio is high in areas of repetitive structure and low texture.
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2.7 Comparison Methodology
For the comparisons, we first obtain and rectify a stereo
pair, from which we manually construct a ground truth at
integer resolution (see Figure 2). We use this ground truth
to verify our confidence match predictions. First, we measure where our stereo algorithm has matched badly, counting any match within 1 pixel of the truth as valid. Unmatchable half-occlusion points, dead pixels and boundary points
are excluded from the statistics. We elect to use a binary
hit/miss scoring system because in the current context we
feel that once a match is erroneous, it is matching a wrong
partner, and the direction and magnitude of the error is irrelevant. After calculating where the matcher actually fails, we
calculate where each confidence metric estimates failure.
We characterize the performance of a confidence metric
using two numbers: the error and match prediction probabilities - the conditional probability that the binocular stereo
actually produces an error (match) given the confidence
metric predicts an error (match). We choose these probabilities rather than overall number of prediction hits because
they measure false positives and false negatives and because
they normalize the results for easy comparison. The probability is a realistic measure because it quantifies the impact
if a system always trusts the error estimates of a particular
confidence metric.

timates that the binocular stereo will fail. A higher participation rate includes lower confidence points. Since SVS
and LRC do not predict as many errors as others, they will
not produce results at higher participation rates. For example in case 1, SVS only predicts that up to 7% of the stereo
matches will be failures. Although this termination seems
premature, this is not an error; the metric can not predict
any more errors without jumping to the useless case where
every point is an error prediction. Similarly, ENT produces
many estimates, even at the lowest threshold of zero.

3.1 Case 1: Box

Figure 2: Stereo Error Measurement. Using ground truth,
we measure where the stereo system fails. The top row
contains the first test stereo pair. The stereo results are on
bottom left, with a manually-obtained ground-truth to the
right. The ground truth labels and excludes unmatchable
points, including half-occlusion and boundary points.

3 Results
This section shows quantitative and qualitative comparisons of SVS performance relative to other confidence metrics. The dataset for these comparisons consists of three
stereo pairs showing a box, a doll, and a pair of shoes.
Each dataset demonstrates different aspects of the confidence metrics’ performance. The box demonstrates a planar
scene with high texture. The doll test set demonstrates how
the confidence metrics react to geometric difficulties, such
as occlusion boundaries and a search range that is small
with respect to the attendant disparity. The shoes dataset
demonstrates how the metrics react to repetitive structure
and large areas of low texture.
For each case, we run the stereo on two left images to
get SVS data. Then, we run both the left-based and rightbased matching processes on the binocular stereo pair. We
calculate ENT on the rectified left image before the stereo
matching, and the MSM, PKR and CUR metrics are generated during the left-based stereo run. LRC is executed after
the two stereo processes have finished.
For a given test, we calculate false positives and false
negatives. In this case, a false positive is where the confidence metric predicts a stereo failure, but does so incorrectly. A false negative is where the confidence metric predicts a stereo hit, but does so incorrectly. False positives decrease the error prediction accuracy, while false negatives
decrease the match prediction accuracy. The purpose of
SVS is to predict stereo failure, not success. However, we
include the false negatives for completeness.
The quantitative comparison rank orders each confidence
metrics’ estimates of binocular failure and plots how well
the metrics predict stereo performance as the x axis progresses from best to worst estimates. We compare the metrics at a given participation rate, by which we mean the
percent of the possible matches that a confidence metric es-

The first test set shows a box on top of an optical bench
in front of a textured background (see the Box set in Figure
3). Although this test set does exhibit features which cause
stereo error, such as a low-texture patch at top and occluding boundaries near the box, the scene has high texture and
planar scenery. Both factors aid the stereo performance and
allow the confidence metrics to predict fewer errors.
Qualitatively, one can see the differences between the
confidence metrics at the top of Figure 3. The figure displays in white the pixels at which each metric predicts the
stereo system will err. For an even comparison, we threshold each metric so that 7% of the possible matches are error
predictions. The SVS metric correctly predicts the stereo
errors in the textureless patch at top, and also correctly
labels points in the lower portion of the image as errors.
SVS is not able to label repetitive structure in this test because the holes on the table are distinctive enough that SVS
matches correctly at those regions. LRC labels many points
in the top patch as true matches, finding that both the left
and right-based matching process agree on the false match.
LRC counts errors made in either of the two views; so, some
right-based errors are introduced into the left-based matching error results. CUR and PKR mistakenly predict errors
at correct matches that happen to have smooth correlation
curves. MSM and ENT performs well at this participation
rate, but mistakenly label a few more errors within the lower
portion of the image than SVS.
The quantitative results for the Box test are shown at
the left of Figure 4. We present two graphs: error prediction at top and correct match prediction at bottom. Ideally,
one would like to see two traits in these graphs: a highprobability point at high participation and also a flat curve
followed by a sharp descent. The high probability point
indicates that the metric can accurately predict binocular
stereo error. The flat curve indicates that the metric is relatively insensitive to thresholding.
For error prediction, SVS exhibits both positive traits. It
has a higher error prediction probability than the other metrics. Although SVS has lower participation, it consistently
estimates errors with above 99% accuracy, even up to a 7%
participation. SVS only reaches 7% participation because
the SVS threshold ranges from .2 to 20 pixels away
from zero. The binocular stereo actually produces errors
for 32% of possible matches, and so the confidence metrics
would need at least a 32% participation rate to predict ev-
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Figure 3: The Misses Predicted by the Confidence Metrics. The images display the pixels that each confidence metric would
predict as bad matches in white, and the predictions of correct matches in black. The results for the Box test are at top, the Doll
test in middle and the Shoes set at bottom. Each display shows the stereo pair, the actual stereo misses, and the misses predicted
by each confidence metric.

ery error. SVS does not predict all errors, but the errors it
predicts, it predicts well. The closest competitor to SVS,
MSM, performs at a 5% lower probability. This difference
may seem negligible, but with repeated application, such as
that used in hierarchical stereo, even small prediction error
compounds. ENT performs well, correctly labeling the low
texture regions. LRC performs well, but spuriously predicts
more errors than SVS in the middle of the image. CUR and

PKR are relatively inefficient at participation rates above
5%. Also, all confidence algorithms aside from SVS depend heavily upon their threshold. SVS’ flat probability of
error prediction makes its implementation much easier.
SVS does not fare as well when predicting correct binocular matches as it did when predicting errors. Since the error prediction rates of SVS are low, SVS inherently predicts
many stereo matches. Interestingly, SVS performs well at
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Figure 4: Quantitative Results.The top row contains charts that show how well each confidence metric predicts stereo error, while
the bottom row contains charts showing how each metric predicts stereo success. As the metrics predict more binocular error,
their error probability decreases. As they do this, they predict fewer stereo hits, and the hit probability increases. We compare the
metrics at all possible LRC threshold levels. Note that SVS and LRC do not predict as many errors as the other metrics. The next
available threshold would force the two metrics to indiscriminately predict all pixels as erroneous.

this high level of match prediction, higher than the other
metrics. However, the performance gain is marginal as all
of the metrics converge to the same point.

3.2 Case 2: Doll
The second test set shows a doll next to a pole (see the
Doll set in Figure 3). This test differs from the previous
one in that the subject is non-planar, the background has
less texture, and the pole is thin with many occluding borders. More importantly, the head and chest of the doll figure
pixels.
lie outside the binocular stereo search range of
The case demonstrates how the metrics behave around geometric error sources. The error sources lead the binocular
stereo to achieve only a 22% match rate.
The qualitative data lies in the middle of Figure 3. For an
even comparison, we threshold each metric to show the case
where 36% of the possible matches are predicted errors. As
before, SVS and ENT best predict the stereo errors in the
textureless black patch, and also correctly labels points in
the lower portion of the image as errors. Unlike LRC and
PKR, the other metrics are not able to label points on the
doll’s chest and head where the match was out of the stereo
search range. The same is true for the stereo errors on the
floor that are out of range and the stereo errors near the occluding boundary of the pole. MSM and ENT perform well
at this participation rate, but mistakenly labels a few more
errors within the backboard than SVS.
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The quantitative results for the Doll test are shown in the
middle of Figure 4. SVS has a higher error prediction probability than the other metrics, bolstered by its performance
around the black background. The closest competitors to
SVS, MSM and ENT, perform at a slightly lower probability. LRC performs well, but spuriously predicts more
errors than SVS in the middle of the image. Again, CUR
and PKR are inefficient. As before, SVS has the flattest
curve, which indicates that SVS does not need its threshold fine-tuned. At the bottom of the figure, SVS is the top
performer in predicting correct stereo matches, albeit at a
low rate of error prediction. SVS outperforms the other
metrics only in the area of the black background, and even
though it predicts too many matches (too few errors) in the
area of the doll, its overall rate is highest. MSM and ENT
have a high match prediction rate for similar reasons. LRC
is able to correctly predict matches in the area of the doll,
but over-predicts matches in the black background, putting
LRC third to MSM and SVS.

3.3 Case 3: Shoes
The last test set shows a pair of sneakers in front of a
racquet (see the Shoes set in Figure 3). This test differs
from the previous cases in that the objects exhibit significant
repetitive structure and the image has a large area without
texture. Such test imagery may realistically simulate the
low texture patches found in outdoor urban terrain or scenes
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with large patches of sky. These error sources cause the
binocular stereo to achieve only a 15% match rate.
The qualitative data is at the bottom of Figure 3. For an
even comparison, we threshold each metric so that the images display the case where 62% of the possible matches
are predicted errors. The SVS and ENT metrics perform
best in the textureless black patch. Unlike MSM and ENT,
SVS predicts stereo error in the repetitive pattern of the racquet strings. SVS performs well in this area, but not as well
as it normally does in the low-texture regions. Because the
repetitive structure is rarely an exact repeat, while the same
structure at the same point is, the zero disparity solution has
a strong tendency to beat out the shift-by-one-cycle solution
for SVS. PKR is able to label the repetitive structure of the
tennis racquet. LRC detects errors both in the background
and in the repetitive structure of the racquet. CUR has high
confidence in the racquet face, but overpredicts error in the
front of the top shoe.
The quantitative results for the Shoes test are shown at
the right of Figure 4. SVS error predictions in the repetitive
structure of the racquet are correct overall, but at a lower
probability than error predictions in the textureless areas.
For this reason, SVS drops to 98% probability and scores
third to MSM and ENT in predicting stereo error. LRC predicts errors well in both the area of the racquet face and
the background, but produces false error predictions which
puts its error prediction probability near 97%, or fourth. All
algorithms have a flat curve, which signals their insensitivity to thresholding. When predicting matches, the methods
perform similarly. SVS does not achieve the same match
prediction rate of MSM and ENT because the repetitive error structure of the racquet face causes SVS to err slightly.
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Figure 5: Grouped Error Estimates. For each test case,
the left image depicts the manually grouped stereo errors,
while the right plot shows the correctly labeled subset of
errors when each metric estimates 7, 36, and 62% (respectively) of possible matches to be errors. In the manually
grouped errors image, the grayscales correspond to the
type of error, where 50 means ’Out of Range’, 150 means
’Low Texture’, 200 means ’Repetitive Structure’, and 255
means ’Other’.

3.4 Grouped Results
To quantify exactly which types of error sources the
metrics are estimating, we manually segmented the actual
stereo misses into four groups: out-of-range errors, lowtexture errors, repetitive structure errors, and other errors
(see Figure 5). We measure the successful error estimates
for each metric in each of these categories. The plots compare the metrics when working at partipation rates of 7, 36,
and 62% for the Box, Doll, and Shoes cases, respectively.
The plots show that SVS predicts the most low-texture
errors correctly in all but the last case, with MSM and ENT
behind SVS in the first two cases. PKR is effective at detecting repetitive structure, especially in the shoes case where
the racquet face presents difficulty for the matcher. LRC has
the most even performance across error categories, picking
up all four kinds of error effectively.

4 Discussion
4.1 Algorithm Results
Each algorithm has different performance characteristics. SVS performs best in regions of low texture. LRC
detects most types of stereo error (see Table 1), but does not
predict error when the two matching processes mistakenly

agree. As evidenced by the black regions for LRC in Figure
3, this happens often. When both matching processes are
accurate, LRC predicts fewer false errors. Like SVS, MSM
and ENT react to a subset of the possible error sources, but
do so with a high probability of success. All three are particularly sensitive to low-texture areas, but MSM is also able to
detect errors from more sources than SVS and ENT. Future
work includes testing non-MNCC MSM metrics, such as
SSD, which may not measure low texture regions as well.
PKR is particularly effective in repetitive structure areas,
but produces many false positives for correct matches in areas of repetitive structure (e.g., shoes dataset) and fails in
low texture regions where erroneous matches are unimodal.
CUR has a significant false positive rate, labeling as errors
the correct matches that have low curvature.
The confidence metrics have other advantages and disadvantages. Most notably, the non-SVS methods predict more
error. Labeling more errors with less accuracy may sometimes be desirable. However, when every match is needed,
the error prediction probability is more important than the
number of error predictions because it would discount fewer
matches and do so more accurately. Another difference lies
in the metrics’ implementation. SVS and LRC do not de-

pend critically on thresholding, which makes implementation easier. The other confidence metrics are sensitive to
their threshold and need to be to be more finely tuned for
optimal accuracy. The running time for the metrics’ is also
different. The fastest metric, MSM, requires no additional
computation since it relies on the stereo matching process
itself. CUR and PKR require an incremental calculation
during the stereo maximization phase. SVS and LRC require an additional matching process, while ENT requires a
costly histogramming operation.

4.2 Summary
In this paper, we have presented a new confidence metric, SVS, which delivers high probability of error and match
prediction, especially around low-texture regions. We have
compared the metric against five other metrics, LRC, MSM,
CUR, ENT and PKR, under a variety of laboratory settings.
The choice of confidence metric ultimately depends
upon the scenery at hand and the operational requirements of the system. When low-texture areas dominate the
scenery, SVS has a high probability of success; it also can
diagnose difficulties arising from sensor noise and periodic
structure. When the matching is generally accurate, LRC
will be a good confidence metric because it reacts to most
error source types and both of its matching processes should
succeed. MSM suits systems that require extreme speed because the system already has to calculate a match score. In
the final analysis, it may be desirable to combine these metrics to take advantage of their different strengths.
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